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 STAGE ONE 

GOALS AND STANDARDS:  
1. Describe how geography affects where people live and work. NJCCCS 6.1.4.B.4 
2. Explain why some locations are more suited for settlement than others. NJCCCS 6.1.4.B.7 

3. Identify major cities and explain how maps can be used to understand tangible and 

 intangible differences. NJCCCS 6.1.4.B.10     

4. Compare ways people use and divide natural resources. NJCCCS 6.1.4.B8 

5. Compare characteristics of regions based on physical environment to understand the  

concept of regionalism. NJCCCS 6.1.4.B.6      

6. Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns,  

and to actions taken to address them. NJCCCS 6.1.4.B.9  (not covered in text) 
 

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS:  

1.Geography Skills: globes,  hemisphere, using maps, different types of maps, elevation, 
latitude, and longitude (Pages G4-G11) (Chapter 4   pages 82-85) 
 2.  The climate and physical features of NJ affect the way people work and live(Chapter 1 / 
Lesson #3   pages 20-23) 

 

3.  In NJ, there are several distinct regions, each with its own cultural, resources, politics and 
geography(Chapter 2 / Lesson #2  pages 34-39) 

 

4.  The people of NJ have made choices about how to use the state's unique resources  

 

 



ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS: 1. How does geography affect our lives? 

 

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 

 

STAGE TWO 

PERFORMANCE TASKS:  

Sample Activities/Assessment           

*How did their use of natural resources affect the nation?    

*Map Analysis of New Jersey: Physical Maps (page R12)    

*Analyze a NJ Population Map: Identify areas a urban, rural, and suburban 

*Using a resource map of NJ, identify why people might want to live in different areas  

based upon resources       

*Create a chart identifying the major physical and human features of the 4 regions  

of New Jersey        

*Create a tourist brochure for the state of New Jersey     
 

 

OTHER EVIDENCE 

 

STAGE THREE 

LEARNING PLAN: 

Content Focus Questions and Key Vocabulary       

*What are some of New Jersey’s hidden treasures?     

*What are the characteristics of the physical and human geography of New Jersey? 
*What are New Jersey’s four 
regions?      
          

Key Vocabulary: globe, ocean, continent, hemisphere, equator, cardinal directions, 

compass rose, intermediate directions, symbol, map key, scale, locator, political map,  

physical map, landform map, transportation map, historical map, elevation, latitude, longitude 
weather, climate, temperature, precipitation, blizzard, hurricane, region, culture, population, 
urban,  

rural, suburb, fall line, commute, glacier, reservoir, environment, natural resources,  

economy, renewable resources, non-renewable resources, agriculture, mineral,  

population, conservation, recycle         
 


